
 
China Factory Custom Made Aluminized Steel Non Stick 15-mold Donut
Mold Tray Donut Cake Baking Pan Commercial Bakery Oven Tray 
 
Main features of 15-mold non stick donut cake mold baking tray pan

Introducing our premium aluminized steel donut pan, the perfect addition to your baking arsenal for crafting delicious
doughnut food effortlessly. Engineered with precision and quality in mind, this donut pan offers unparalleled performance
and versatility to elevate your baking experience.

Durable Construction: Crafted from high-quality aluminized steel, our donut pan ensures even heat distribution and
exceptional durability for consistent baking results batch after batch.

Multiple Options: Choose from our standard 15 donut molds per pan or opt for our option with 24 donut molds per pan.
Additionally, we offer tailored solutions to accommodate various donut sizes and mold configurations to meet your specific
requirements.

Non-Stick Surface: Featuring a premium non-stick coating, either Teflon or silicone-based, our donut pan guarantees easy
release of your baked treats and hassle-free cleanup, making baking a breeze.

Professional Customization: Elevate your baking creations with our professional custom cupcake molds pan, offering a
wide array of shapes including donut shape, round, square, rectangle, oval, triangle, heart-shaped, animal-shaped, fruit-
shaped, and more. With hundreds of molds to choose from, unleash your creativity and bake an assortment of delightful
treats.

Manufacturer Expertise: As a leading manufacturer, we take pride in offering ODM and OEM services to cater to your
unique needs. Whether you require commercial pans or industrial pans such as sheet pan, baguette pan, strap loaf pan,
muffin pan, and beyond, Tsingbuy commercial baking pans manufacturer is committed to delivering superior quality
and tailored solutions to suit your baking endeavors.

Experience the difference with our aluminized steel non stick donut pan and unlock endless possibilities in the world of
commercial baking. Invest in quality, precision, and innovation for delightful donuts that are sure to impress every time.

 
Pictures of 15-mold non stick donut cake mold baking tray pan
 

https://www.chinabakeware.com/products/cutsom-large-commercial-baking-sheet-pans.html




 
 

 
More patterns of cupcake baking pan industry cup tray
Tsingbuy has engaged in bakeware manufacturing for more than 12 years and is an experienced China donut pan factory
and ODM&OEM service supplier.  Multi-mould baking tray is one of our largest selling series.  As for non-stick aluminum
multi-mould pan and industry cup tray,  we have many more patterns.  Here are some of  them for  your information.
Customized size and patterns is WELCOMED.
 

https://www.chinabakeware.com/products/20-mold-donut-cupcake-pan.html






 





 





 



Factory pictures of Tsingbuy bakeware manufacturer
 

 



 



 



 
 

Welcome to Tsingbuy: Your Trusted Partner in Commercial Baking Tray Solutions

At Tsingbuy, we pride ourselves on being at the forefront of precision and innovation in the manufacturing of commercial
baking trays. Our video presentation offers an exclusive glimpse into our state-of-the-art production process, showcasing the
meticulous craftsmanship that goes into creating a range of high-quality baking trays, including loaf pans, multi-mold pans
for muffins and cupcakes, sheet pans, baguette pans, strap loaf pans, cupcake pans, muffin pans, burger bread pans, and
more.

Craftsmanship Beyond Compare

Step inside our cutting-edge facilities where advanced machinery and skilled artisans work in harmony to craft each baking
tray with precision and finesse. From the inception of a design concept to the final product, our commitment to excellence
ensures that every tray meets the highest industry standards.

Seamless Integration into Food Production Lines

Experience the efficiency of  our baking trays in action as they seamlessly integrate into automated food production lines.
Our trays are engineered to optimize productivity and consistency, serving as essential components in the smooth operation



of food manufacturing processes.

Tailored Solutions with ODM&OEM Services

At Tsingbuy, customization is key. We understand that every baking requirement is unique, which is why our ODM&OEM
services cater to your specific needs. Besides wholesale donut baking tray, we also provide manufacturing and wholesale
of sheet pan, baguette pan, loaf pan, strap loaf pan, cupcake pan, muffin pan, burger bread pan. If you have a specialized
design in mind, our team is dedicated to bringing your vision to life.

Quality Assurance and Reliability

Our commitment to quality extends beyond production. Each baking tray undergoes rigorous quality checks to ensure
durability, performance, and consistency, guaranteeing your satisfaction with every purchase.

Partner with Tsingbuy for Excellence

Partnering with Tsingbuy means choosing reliability, innovation, and excellence in commercial baking tray solutions. We are
passionate about supporting your success in the baking industry by providing unmatched expertise and tailored products.

Contact Us to Elevate Your Baking Endeavors

Ready to take your baking endeavors to new heights? Contact Tsingbuy today to explore our diverse range of commercial
baking trays and discover how our ODM&OEM services can fulfill  your unique requirements.  Join us in  crafting a future of
baking excellence together.

https://www.chinabakeware.com/products/24-molds-non-stick-donut-cupcake-pan.html




 

 


